Reputable and scientifically founded research strategies adhere to certain basic methodological assumptions impressed upon the analysis procedures by the specifics of the actual area of research. In this way, the underlying methodology regulates the entire research process and assumes a reporting function that covers everything from the definition of relevant research issues and the characteristics of any material collected or produced through to the interpretive adaptation of the analysis results. Against this background, this article focuses (first line of argumentation) on how best to view the subject of "the organization" from an interpretive social research methodological perspective to (second line of argumentation) determine the consequences and relevance of different types of expertise and procedural specifics on the characteristics and applicability of expert interviews. In the process, three types of expertise are differentiated, each with its own specific functions in the research process. A case study is then used to address the systematic inclusion of expert interviews in interpretive research design (third line of argumentation).
Interpretive organisational research
In broad terms, interpretative organizational research is based on two lead perspectives: (1) constructionism, which ties knowledge of reality to communication and the way people are anchored in separate collectives (cf. Baecker and others, 1992 , Gergen, 1994 , Frindte, 1998 , and (2) the general understanding of social reality as a social construct (Berger and Luckmann, 1981) . It also embraces those methodological positions, which focus on the joint construction of reality as a condition for the creation of collective forms of action (see for example Berger and Luckmann, 1981 , Gergen, 2000 , Lueger, 2001 , Luckmann, 2006 . Thus, organizations are, at the same time, both condition and consequence of the social world: they might set the parameters for the construction of concepts of reality and thereby structure the way people act in organizations and their relevant environments, but these actions themselves, in turn, also constitute reality as a subject-independent phenomenon. In this respect -as summed up by Weick's (2003, p.190ff .) notion of enactment -organizations do more that just observe their environments: by acting with regard to them, they not only develop themselves, they also develop and actively shape their environments as well.
The collective focus and individual capacity to act developed through our dealings with a social environment and its particular requirements for social cooperation. The people involved in the social internalisation process in a specific organizational environment develop standardized social interpretation schemes (cf. Fleck, 1981) , which establish the context for the coordination of collectively binding action. The actual interaction, that is the interplay between the communicative acts in a social setting, helps shape the experiences gained through interaction into a mutually accessible worldview for use in the joint management of action requirements. Collective patterns of meaning are therefore by no means simply attitudes, they are contexts of argumentation regarding mutual action problems (Knoblauch, 2005, p. 178f.) .
In this way, the inter-individual and interactive construction of reality organizes the construction of subjective structures of meaning and knowledge into common organizational practices. Weick (1995) refers consistently in this context to a process of sensemaking ("Sinngenerierung") in organizations, which enables people to act by adding coherence to the world and thus creating both system and expectability. In addition to this sensemaking on an individual level, the collective also produces interaction patterns -objective, latent structures of meaning which escape the attention of the individual consciousness and cannot be intentionally accessed by individuals. From an organizational theory perspective, this development process not only focuses the collective construction of reality as a condition for joint action, it is also where this construction of reality is interpreted as an expression of the context behind the action.
Consequently, interpretive organizational analysis is not based on an organization's quasi "objective" given "reality," it draws on the conditions and substantiation of the inter-subjective construction of the views of the organization shared by so-called "meaning collectives" ("Deutungsmuster," cf. Fleck, 1981) and analysed in reaction to objective problems. Neither events nor actions make sense here as such, they draw their meaning and relevance from being embedded in the requirements for action and from the available frameworks of meaning. Since, as Goffmann (1975) also notes, these frameworks determine the analysis approach used for a specific object and set out the possible contextual horizon of meaning for the interpretation, the contextual sensemaking process forms a key component of interpretive organizational analysis. The core elements here are communication as a sensemaking process,
